EYES WIDE OPEN FILM SERIES
FALL 2007 PROGRAM
Presented by U.S. Citizens for Peace and Justice, Rome
Alternate Wednesday Evenings at 7pm
Linux Club, Via Giuseppe Libetta, 15c (Metro Garbatella)
Oct 3 - Bush’s
Brain (2004)
An in-depth
look at the man
and machinery
behind Bush's
political career
-- Karl Rove, a
political
strategist who has been
described as having a "junkyarddog approach to politics."
*Special Karl Rove
Goodbye Party!

Nov 14 - War
Made Easy:
How
Presidents &
Pundits Keep
Spinning Us to
Death (2007)
Brings to the
screen Norman
Solomon's
insightful book with an analysis of
the strategies used by
administrations, both Democratic
and Republican, to promote their
agendas for war from Vietnam to
Iraq. Encourages us to think
critically about the messages put
out by today's spin-doctors, which
promote and prolong a policy of
militarism under the guise of the
"war on terror.

Oct 17 - Iraq in
Fragments
(2006) This
hard-hitting, yet
poignant
documentary
looks at life
through the
eyes of Shiites,
Sunnis and Kurds and is the sum
of two years work as American
director James Longley struggled
to encapsulate a war that is being
fought on three fronts. Nominated
for an Academy Award for Best
Documentary Feature in 2007.

Oct 31 - A
Crude
Awakening:
The Oil Crash
(2006) An
unforgettable
and shocking
wake-up call:
the era of
cheap oil is in the past.
Relentless and clear-eyed, this
intensively-researched film drills
deep into the uncomfortable
realities of a world that is both
addicted to fossil fuels and
blissfully unaware of the looming
"peak oil" crisis.

Nov 28 Thanksgiving
Special, The
Future of
Food (2005)
There is a
revolution
transforming
the very nature
of the food we
eat. Explores the disturbing truth
behind the unlabeled, patented,
genetically engineered foods that
have quietly filled grocery store
shelves for the past decade,
while examining the complex web
of market and political forces that
are changing what we eat as
huge multi-national corporations
seek to control the world's food
system.

Dec 12 - Jesus
Camp (2006) A
first-ever look
into an intense
training ground
that recruits
born-again
Christian
children to
become an
active part of America's political
future. Follow 3 children to Pastor
Becky Fischer's "Kids on Fire"
summer camp in Devil's Lake,
North Dakota, where kids as
young as 6 years-old are taught
to become dedicated Christian
soldiers in "God's army."
Nominated for an Academy
Award for Best Documentary
Feature in 2007.

Films begin at 7pm, followed by a brief discussion and
(for those who wish to join) pizza afterwards.
All films will be screened in English.
Linux membership: 8 euro/year; suggested donation per
film: 2 euro.
Note: Dates are subject to change. Sign up on our mailing
list to receive updates.

Linux Club, Via G. Libetta, 15c
By metro: Take the B Line to the
Garbatella stop, exit towards "Ostiense",
cross the tracks via the overpass, walk
straight to via Ostiense, turn left to via
Libetta, then left to Linux Club.
By bus: Buses 23, 271 and 769 run along
via Ostiense.
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